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Abstract. Nuclear β-decay and delayed neutron (DN) emission is important for the rprocess nucleosynthesis after the freeze-out, and stable and safe operation of nuclear reactors. Even though radioactive beam facilities have enabled us to measure β-decay and
branching ratio of neutron-rich nuclei apart from the stability line in the nuclear chart,
there are still a lot of nuclei which one cannot investigate experimentally. In particular,
information on DN is rather scarce than that of T 1/2 . To predict T 1/2 and the branching
ratios of DN for next JENDL decay data, we have developed a method which comprises
the quasiparticle-random-phase-approximation (QRPA) and the Hauser-Feshbach statistical model (HFSM). In this work, we calculate ﬁssion fragments with T 1/2 ≤ 50 sec.
We obtain the rms deviation from experimental half-life of 3.71. Although the result is
still worse than GT2 which has been adopted in JENDL decay data, DN spectra are newly
calculated. We also discuss further subjects to be done in future for improving the present
approach and making next generation of JENDL decay data.

1 Introduction
Nuclear data center (NDC) at Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) provides various kinds of nuclear
data 1 . One of them is the decay data, which includes information concerning nuclear decay properties
such as half-life, branching ratio of delayed neutron (DN), β-spectra, and so on. The data is practically used to evaluate the amount of radioactivity of unstable nuclei followed by a nuclear reaction
and a ﬁssion. Such a work is important in the decomissioning of nuclear reactor and astrophysical
applications. NDC has released the JENDL ﬁssion product decay data in 2011 (JENDL/FPD-2011)
[1], which covers decay data of 1,284 nuclides. It is able to reproduce experimentally measured decay
heat generated by ﬁssion products successfully by incorporating the total absorption gamma spectroscopy (TAGS) data. Recently, NDC started to distribute a new decay data, JENDL decay data ﬁle
2015 (JENDL/DDF-2015) [2], from November 2015. The ﬁle contains 3,237 nuclides ranging from
the lightest elements including H-1 and n, up to Rf(Z=104). The decay data is also provided in JEFF
[3] and ENDF [4] nuclear data groups. Recent development of accelerators which utilize radioactive
beams makes it possible to investigate unstable nuclei which one hasn’t been able to study, and the
renewal of the decay data becomes also active.
Although the JENDL/FPD-2011 has succeeded to reproduce the decay heats, it is pointed out that
it cannot reproduce the total amount of DN after a nuclear ﬁssion. A part of the problem might be
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attributed to incorrect evaluation of the ﬁssion yield data as discussed in Ref. [5], and the other might
be due to the accuracy of decay data. Besides the problem, JENDL/FPD-2011 didn’t contain the DN
spectra, which are considered as one of the promising quantities applicable for nuclear nondestructive
inspection (the situation remains unchanged in JENDL/DDF-2015). Experimental data of DN spectra
is limited strongly. Although new experiments to investigate DN are planned at several experimental
facilities in the world, we still need to depend on theoretical methods to derive most of DN information. In case of JENDL/FPD-2011 and JENDL/DDF-2015, the decay data concerning unmeasured
β-decay are calculated with Gross Theory 2 (GT2) [6], which has been also widely used to discuss
and compare with experimental data. However, the approach uses a statistical treatment in the level
density so that it cannot provide a detailed nuclear structure (i.e., spin, parity and energy of excited
levels), although it is able to reproduce half-lives systematically well. Besides, recent measurements
of neutron-rich nucleus indicate that the GT2 fails to reproduce half-lives of some nuclei close to the
neutron drip-line [7]. One of the reasons might be due to that GT2 is based on a phenomenological
method whose parameters are adjusted by known experimental data. Therefore, it is required to make
an alternative theoretical method to calculate data on β-decay for next JENDL decay data.
To calculate β-decay and DN, we have developed a new approach, which comprises quasiparticlerandom-phase-approximation (QRPA) and the Hauser-Feshbach statistical model (HFSM) [8]. This
approach is capable to calculate β-decay and DN emission of nuclei on the nuclear chart systematically as well as GT2. In addition, the formalism starts from the two-body eﬀective interaction, and
can take into account the nuclear deformation and the pairing eﬀects consistently, so that it can provide a more reliable prediction of half-life for nuclei which have not been measured experimentally.
Moreover, it can give a detailed nuclear structure of excited states. The systematical calculations of
half-lives and branching ratio of DN using QRPA have been performed not only by non-relativistic
but also relativistic approaches [9–11]. Finite amplitude method, which is equivalent to QRPA, was
also applied to systematical β-decay calculation [12]. However, they don’t discuss DN spectra. The
data of DN spectra is only available in ENDF/B-VII.1 decay data [4], in which FRDM+QRPA is used
to calculate unmeasured half-lives [13] and CoH code to calculate DN spectra [14]. However, our
approach is more sophisticated as compared to FRDM+QRPA with respect to full microscopic and
respecting self-consistency of the eﬀective interaction in the ground and excited states.
So far, we have examined the reproduction power of our approach. However, we have found that
it gave large deviations from experimental half-lives, especially in odd-A and odd-odd nuclei. The
reason is clear; we have assumed that valence nucleon(s) is(are) unperturbatively put on the last orbit
outside even-even core nuclei and its β-transition is treated in a manner of the single particle one. In
this work, we assess two approaches for better description of odd nuclei, that is, the blocking eﬀect
approximation (BEA) and the equal ﬁlling approximation (EFA), and re-examined the reproduction
power.

2 Theoretical Method
To calculate β-decays and branching ratios of DN, three processes are carried out. At ﬁrst, the ground
state of nucleus is derived with the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock + BCS method. The eﬀective two-body
interaction that we used is the SkO’ parameter set [15]. The pairing force which accounts for the
short-range correlation between identical particles (isospin T = 1) is given in the volume-type form,
v(r, r ) = P(S = 0)P(T = 1)v01 δ(r − r ),

(1)

where P(S = 0) and P(T = 1) are the projection operator for S = 0 and T = 1, respectively, and v01
the parameter representing the pairing strength. Because we adopt the zero-range force as the pairing
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force, a pairing active space is introduced. We use the same approach as the reference [16]. For proton
and neutron, we set v01 = 256.1, 258.1 MeV fm3 [15], respectively. The calculation is performed in
the cylindrical-coordinate system, where the axial symmetry is assumed. The single-particle levels in
the continuum are taken into account by discretizing them in the boundary box. We use 16 fm with
the step size Δz = Δρ = 0.8 fm for the boundary condition.
In the second step, excited states of the daughter nucleus are calculated by QRPA based on the
ground state calculated by the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock + BCS. The phonon creation operator in our
formalism is given by

ν
Q†ν =
X νpn α†p α†n − Y pn
αn α p ,
(2)
pn

and the excited state can be approximated by
|ν = Q†ν |QRPA ∼ Q†ν |0,

(3)

where |ν is ν-th excited state, |QRPA the QRPA ground state, and |0 the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock +
BCS ground state. The coeﬃcients X and Y are derived by solving the QRPA-equation,





A
B
X
X
=
E
,
(4)
QRPA
−B∗ −A∗
Y
Y
where submatrices A and B are expressed by
A pnp n =(E p + En )δ pp δnn + (u p vn u p vn + v p un v p un )pn̄ |v|n̄p 
+ (u p un u p un + v p vn v p vn )pn|v|p n 
B pnp n = − (u p vn v p un + v p un u p vn )pn |v|n̄ p̄  − (u p un v p vn + v p vn u p un )pn|v| p̄ n̄ 

(5)

The factors, ui and vi , are the BCS coeﬃcients. The matrix elements of the particle-hole residual
interaction in Eq. (5) are derived self-consistently from the second derivative of energy with respect
to the density matrix, while those of the particle-particle one are calculated using the similar force as
Eq. (1), given by
v(r, r ) = P(S = 1)P(T = 0)v10 δ(r − r ).
(6)
For the excited states, we consider only the Gamow-Teller transition, and the 1st forbidden transitions
are not taken into account in this work, so that T = 1 pairing force does not take part in the particleparticle channel in Eq. (5). We don’t consider T = 0 pairing when solving the BCS gap equation
because its eﬀect on the ground state is considered to be small for N>Z nuclei. Therefore, v10 in
Eq. (6) is treated as a free parameter in our formalism. We determine it by reproducing experimental
half-lives of even-even nuclei. Then, we take the average values for each isotopes and use it for
systematical calculation. In case of odd-Z nucleus with proton number Z, v10 of Z + 1 nucleus is used
assuming that property of even-even core nucleus is not changed much. The parameters v10 used in
our work are listed in Tab. 1. We introduce the model space of single particle energy up to 20 MeV
and two quasi-particle energy up to 60 MeV in solving the QRPA equation.
Once we obtain the excited states of the daughter nucleus, we can calculate the half-life, T 1/2 ,
which is given by,

2 
λβ
1
(gA /gV )2 Qβ  
ν|στ− |0 Ee Ee2 − m2e (E − Ee )2 F(Z, Ee )dEe ,
=
(7)
=
T 1/2 ln 2
D
0
ν
where F(Z, Ee ) is the Fermi function accounting for the ﬁnal state interaction between nucleus and
outgoing electron and D = 6163.4 s. The Qβ values are derived in the same way as Ref. [11].
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Table 1. Isocaler T = 0 pairing strength, v10 (in unit of MeV fm3 ), used in this work.

Element
Element
Element
Element
Element

Fe
0
Br
68
Ru
0
I
0
Sm
260

Co
380
Kr
68
Rh
160
Xe
0
Eu
380

Ni
380
Rb
0
Pd
160
Cs
0
Gd
380

Cu
208
Sr
0
Ag
303
Ba
0
Tb
0

Zn
208
Y
0
Cd
303
La
190
Dy
0

Ga
175
Zr
0
In
220
Ce
190

Ge
175
Nb
0
Sn
220
Pr
0

As
0
Mo
0
Sb
75
Nd
0

Se
0
Tc
0
Te
75
Pm
260

In the third step, the neutron emission from the excited states are calculated. We assume that the
daughter nucleus is a compound nucleus and apply the Hausher-Feshbach statistical model, which
is implemented in the code CCONE [17], to estimate neutron evaporation probabilities. The global
neutron optical potential of Ref. [18] and EGLO model are used to calculate neutron and γ transmission coeﬃcients, respectively. For level densities, the formula of Gilbert and Cameron [19] is used,
and the parameters are taken from Mengoni-Nakajima’s [20]. Then, we obtain the neutron emission
probability, Pνn , and γ emission probability, Pνγ , from the ν-th excited state. The branching ratios of
delayed neutron are then calculated by the relation

ν
ν λν Pn
Pβn = 
,
(8)
ν λν
where λν = ln 2/T 1/2,ν are the β-decay rate from the ground state of parent nucleus to ν-th excited
state of daughter nucleus. CCONE code also provide a neutron spectrum from an excited state so that
we can obtain a DN spectrum by summing them over the excited states. The spectra is normalized as
done in Ref. [14].
2.1 Odd-A and Odd-Odd nuclei

To calculate odd-A and odd-odd nuclei, we tested the blocking eﬀect approximation (BEA) [21] and
the equal ﬁlling approximation (EFA) [22], for the ground state. For BEA, we assume the time reversal
symmetry, namely the state occupied by a valence particle, which corresponds to the blocking state,
have u2i = u2ī = v2i = v2ī = 0.5. The ground state is sought by blocking single particle levels near
the Fermi energy one by one to ﬁnd the lowest total energy. For EFA, the obtained BCS coeﬃcients,
which satisfy the odd particle number, are also used in QRPA. Both for BEA and EFA, we omit the
coupling between valence particle and core nucleus in calculating QRPA.

3 Result
We ﬁrst discuss the result of half-lives calculated by EFA and BEA. Figure 1 shows the half-lives
of nickel and cobalt isotopes, comparing with the experimental data taken from [23]. For nickel
isotopes, the calculations both for EFA and BEA reproduce the experimental data reasonably. For
cobalt isotopes, EFA provides the half-lives in the same order as the experimental data, while BEA
underestimates them strongly. The half-life is not only governed by β-transition of core nucleus
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Figure 1. Half-lives of nickel and cobalt isotopes calculated by EFA and BEA, comparing with the experimental
data.

but also that of valence nucleon. As a consequence, the half-life changes signiﬁcantly depending
on which orbit the valence nucleon occupies for BEA. On the other hand, since EFA averages the
occupation probability of valence nucleon over the orbits near the Fermi energy, contribution of the
valence nucleon to the half-life is less sensitive than BEA. In the present approach, the ground state is
sought for the lowest total energy, but we omit higher-order eﬀects caused by rotational and vibrational
coupling. If we would include those eﬀects, we would obtain a better result. However, it requires a
more sophisticated formulation and a much longer computational time. For further improvement of
the decay data evaluation, it will be important. In the following, β-decay and DN are calculated with
EFA approach, which gives a more consistent result to experimental data than BEA.
Figures 2 and 3 show the results of half-lives of Z = 26 ∼ 33 and Z = 34 ∼ 41, respectively,
calculated by the present approach. For comparison, KTUY+GT2 [6] (hereafter, GT2) and experimental data taken from [23] are also shown. From Z = 26 to 33 shown in Fig. 2, the present approach
is comparable to GT2. On the other hand, the present approach shows shorter half-lives than GT2
systematically from Z = 34 to 41 shown in Fig. 3 and GT2 is relatively closer to experimental data
than the present approach except Rb isotopes. We notice that from neutron number N = 64, the
present approach shows dumps, which give deviations from experimental data as well as GT2. At the
moment, we don’t ﬁnd the physical answer making this dump. This point is the subject to be remedied
in future.
Figures 4 and 5 show the results of branching ratio of DN for Z = 26 ∼ 33 and Z = 34 ∼
41, respectively, comparing with GT2. The result of the present work shows a sudden increase and
decrease, while GT2 shows a monotonic increase as a function of the mass number A and roughly
follows the experimental data. The defect of the present work in the branching ratio is, of course,
due to incorrect reproduction of β-strength function. However, this disappointing result might be
improved by including the 1st forbidden transition. As discussed in the paper [9], the 1st forbidden
transition produces an additional β-strength in low energy region below neutron threshold, and then
the DN emission probabilities are reduced to a moderate value.
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Figure 2. Half-lives of Z = 26 to 33 nuclei. The result of BEA and EFA are shown.
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Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2, but for Z = 34 to 41 nuclei. The vertical line in the panels indicates N = 64.
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Figure 4. Calculated branching ratios of DN for Z = 26 to 33 nuclei, comparing with the experimental data taken
from [23] and GT2.
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Figure 5. Same as ﬁg. 5, but for Z = 34 to 41 nuclei.
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Figure 6. Ratio of the half-lives (the top panels) and the branching ratios (the bottom panels) to the experimental
data. The left panels are for the present result, and the right ones are for the GT2.

Figure 6 shows the ratio of the half-lives and the branching ratios deﬁned by
⎞
⎛
⎟

⎜⎜⎜
N
T 1/2 (th.) ⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎜⎜⎜ 1 
σrms (T 1/2 ) = exp ⎜⎜
log
⎟⎟
⎝ N
T 1/2 (exp.) ⎟⎠
i
⎞
⎛


⎜⎜⎜
N
Pβn (th.) ⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎜⎜⎜ 1 
⎟⎟ .
log
σrms (Pβn ) = exp ⎜⎜
⎝ N
Pβn (exp.) ⎟⎠

(9)

i

For 280 nuclei from Z = 24 to 64 with T 1/2 ≤ 50 sec, the present work provides σRMS (T 1/2 ) =
3.71, which is improved well as compared to 4.90 of the previous work [8]. On the other hand, for
114 nuclei whose experimental data are available, σRMS (Pβn ) = 9.44 is not improved so much (in
the previous work, 9.85). GT2 gives a better value, σRMS (T 1/2 ) = 2.76 and σRMS (Pβn ) = 3.16. At
the moment, the present approach doesn’t take into account the 1st forbidden transition, on the other
hand, GT2 does. The better quality of GT2 might be due to this point. Therefore, we plan to include
the 1st forbidden transition now.
Finally, Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate the DN spectra of free chosen nuclei, in which the results are compared with those given in the ENDF/B-VII.1 decay data library. Despite the theoretical approaches
calculating β-strength function are diﬀerent, the spectra of ENDF and our approach are similar for
most of calculated nuclei. As we mentioned above, if we take into account the 1st forbidden transition, the result might be changed.

4 Conclusion
We have developed the method which combines QRPA and HFSM. To improve the description of
odd-A and odd-odd nuclei, we examined the blocking eﬀect approximation and the equal ﬁlling approximation in the ground state. We found that the latter method gives a better reproduction in halflives systematically. However, the reproduction power of the present approach both for half-lives and
branching ratios of delayed neutron was still worse than that of GT2. This deviation may be attributed
from the omission of 1st forbidden transition in our formalism, which becomes more eﬀective as the
neutron and proton shell gaps become larger for neutron-rich side as well as heavier nuclei. We also
omitted the coupling between valence particle(s) and core nucleus, i.e., core polarization eﬀect. We
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Figure 7. Delayed neutron spectra for free chosen nuclei.
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Figure 8. Same as Fig. 7
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will need to include it in future for a more realistic and reliable calculation. In addition, we used the
same isoscaler T = 0 pairing strength v10 as the even-even for odd-mass nuclei. It would be more
practical to use v10 determined for each isotopes individually. To use a mass dependent v10 as used in
[11] will also improve our result, which is next step of our work.
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